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CANONICAL RELATIVIZED CYLINDRIC SET ALGEBRAS

ROGER D. MADDUX

(Communicated by Andreas Blass)

Abstract. For every suitable relational structure there is a canonical relativized

cylindric set algebra. This construction is used to obtain a generalization of

Resek's relative representation theorem, and a stronger version of the "Stone

type representation theorem" by Andréka and Thompson.

§1. Introduction

Let 2 < « < co. MGR n is the set of «-ary merry-go-round identities:

SKlSK2SKj---SKn       hCAX=SK„SKlSK2---SK„.lSX CXX

where X, kx, ... ,Kn are distinct ordinals. The merry-go-round identities are

defined in D. Resek's dissertation [R75]. (See [R75, pp. 2-3, and 2.3.4, p. 34],

or [HMT85, 3.2.88(1)], or [HR75, pp. 382-383]. For all other unexplained ter-
minology and notation see [HMT71] or [HMT85].) One of the most significant

results of [R75] is the relative representation theorem:

Theorem A ([R75, 5.23]). Suppose 2 < a < co, 21 e CAQ, 2t is simple, complete,

atomic, and satisfies MGRK for 2 < k < a. Then 21 is isomorphic to a

relativized cylindric set algebra, i.e., 21 6 IRICsa .

Resek's proof of the relative representation theorem is very long, on the order

of 100 typed pages. (The proof shows that 21 must be complete, even though

this is not explicitly assumed in the statement of Theorem 5.23 in [R75]. Hence

"complete" should be inserted after "atomistic" in the statement of Theorem 4.3

in [HR75].)

Resek's relative representation theorem has the following consequence.

Theorem B ([R75, 5.27)]. For every a > 2 the following are equivalent:

(i) 2leCA  nISRICs ,
(ii) 21 e CAq and 21 satisfies MGR K whenever 2 < k < co.

Theorem B shows that CAq n ISRICsq is finitely axiomatizable whenever a

is finite, and countably schematizable ([HMT85, 4.1.4]) whenever a is infinite.
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Resek's proof of Theorem B from Theorem A requires only six pages, but makes

use of two unpublished results of L. Henkin.

R. J. Thompson has improved Theorem B in two ways. First, {MGR n :

2 < n < co} can be replaced by just MGR2 and MGR3. (See [HMT85,

3.2.88]. MGR2 is 3.2.88(2), and MGR 3 is 3.2.88(3).) Second, CAQ can be

replaced by the class NAa, whose definition is obtained from that of CAa by

replacing postulate (C4), cKcxx = cxcKx, of [HMT71, 1.1.1], by the weaker

postulate (C¡ ), cKcAx > c^x • d. with p^K ,X (see [AT] or [T]). With these

improvements in place, Theorem B is called the Resek-Thompson theorem in

[AT]. Thompson's proof of the Resek-Thompson theorem is similar to Resek's

and is also quite long. A short proof, due to H. Andréka, is presented in [AT].

Unfortunately, much of the power of the relative representation theorem is

lost in the Resek-Thompson theorem. To see this, suppose 2 < a < co and

21 is a simple complete atomic CAa satisfying MGR K for 2 < k < a. Then

the Resek-Thompson theorem implies that 21 is a subalgebra of an algebra in

IRICsQ , but not that 21 is itself already in IRICsq , as shown by the relative

representation theorem. In particular, every simple finite CAa satisfying the

merry-go-round identities is isomorphic to a relativized cylindric set algebra,

and is not merely embeddable in such an algebra. Clearly what is needed is

a short proof of Resek's relative representation theorem with Thompson's im-

provements. Theorem C below achieves this goal and more: a can be infinite,

2t need not be simple, and the representation is "canonical", in the sense that

no arbitrary choices are made in its construction. In particular, the axiom of

choice is not used.

Theorem C. Suppose 2 < a, 21 e NAa, 21 is complete, atomic, and satisfies

MGRK for /c = 2,3. 77zé>« 21 S «RcSttÄ e RICsa .

This theorem implies the Resek-Thompson theorem. For one direction it

suffices to note that every algebra in ISRI Csa satisfies MGR 2 and MGR 3. For

the other direction, suppose that 2t 6 NAq and 21 satisfies MGR 2 and MGR 3.

Then 2t has a complete and atomic extension 2t' € NAq which also satisfies

MGR2 and MGR3, by [HMT71, 2.7.5, 2.7.13]. By Theorem C, 2l' e IRICsa ,
so 2leNA nISRICs  .

a a

The key idea in the proof of Theorem C is the construction of a canonical

relativized cylindric set algebra SHc93 from any suitable relational structure 03 .

(A precise definition of "suitable" is given in Definition 1 below.) For any such

structure 93, 9k 93 is a complete and atomic relativized cylindric set algebra

with unit element K(93) (Corollary 8) whose atoms are orbits of single se-

quences under a group of canonical permutations of the base 7/(93) (Lemmas 11

and 12). If 21 is any atomic algebra which satisfies postulates 1.1.1(C 0 )-(C3 ),

(C5 )-(C7 ) of [HMT71], then the atom structure 2U21 is suitable. There is a

canonical embedding R of 21 into 9k2U2l which is a Boolean isomorphism

just in case 21 is complete. The embedding preserves the diagonal elements and
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preserves cylindrification in one direction (Lemma 17). Cylindrification is fully

preserved, and the canonical embedding is therefore an isomorphism, just in

case 2t also satisfies (C*4), MGR2, and MGR3.

Suitable structures arise naturally from certain sets of matrices of atoms of

weakly associative relation algebras (defined in [M82]). If 2t is an atomic weakly

associative relation algebra, then 2U<f.a7?32l happens to be a suitable structure.

(See [M89] for <ta and 7?3.) The two-dimensional projection 7? of the ternary

relation F(2tt(Co7i32l) was used in the first (unpublished) proof of Theorem 5.20

of [M82]. That proof did not appear in [M82] due to the difficulties encountered

in trying to formulate a precise mathematical description of R. This paper

finally overcomes those difficulties. (Also, the proof which does appear in [M82]

yields a useful auxiliary result, namely Theorem 5.19.) I would like to thank

Richard L. Kramer for many useful discussions in the early 1980s about 7? and

how to describe it, and the referee for extensive help in clarifying the arguments

and exposition of this paper.

§2. Definition of 9îc93

Definition 1. 93 is a suitable structure if 93 = (B, TK ,EKÀ)K x<a where a is a

nonzero ordinal, TK C B x B, EkX ç B , and the following conditions hold for

all k , X, p < a :

(i)  TK is an equivalence relation on B,

(Ü) EKK = B,

(in) EkX = T*(EKfi nEßX) whenever k,X± p,

(iv) TK n (EkX x EkX) ç Id whenever k ^ X.

Throughout this section we assume that 93 is a suitable structure and a > 0.

Lemma 2. For all k,X,p < a,

(i) ekx = T1EkX if ßi=K,X,

(iv) EKX = EXK .

Proof. Parts (i)-(iii) are immediate consequences of Definition l(i)-(iii). For

part (iv), we may assume k ^ X. By Definition l(i)-(iii) we have Ek1~EXk ç

K(EKX-EXK)nrK(EKXnEXK). But T:(EkX~EXk)CiT*k(EkXCiEXk) = 0 by

Definition l(i)(iv), so EkX ç EXk .     u

Definition 3. Let

Tr(fB)= (J {(x0,K0,...,xn,Kn)e{n+X)(Bxa):
n<w

(VÍ<n)(Xi¿Xi+lAX,TKiXi+l)} ■

The sequences in 7>(93) are called trails of 93, or ^-trails. Let t — (x0,k0,

... ,x ,K ) be a trail of 93 . We say that t begins at x0 , t ends at xn , Kn is
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the pointer of t, and t has length \t\ = n + 1. The trail t is reduced if the

following conditions hold:

(i) if 1 = \t\ and x0 e EKqX , then kq< X< a,

(ii) if 1 < |f| then Kn_x — Kn and for all X < a, xne EK x iff Kn = X,

(iii) if 0 < i < \t\ - 2, then either x; / x¡+2 or k¡ ^ zc(+1 .

Finally, for every X < a, let tX = {x0,k0, ... ,xn_x ,Kn_x ,xn ,X).

All trails have length 1 or more. Condition (iii) applies only to trails of

length 3 or more, and states that a reduced trail cannot have a subsequence of

the form (x, X, y, X, x). If t is a trail, then so is tX.

Definition 4. Let Q be the smallest equivalence relation on 7>(93) which con-

tains all pairs of 93-trails of the following three types:

(1) \\*o jKo j • • • >Xj >X,y,X,X¡,K- , ... ,xn,Kn),

(x0, K0.xi, K(.xn, Kn))    where 0 < i < « ,

(2) ((x0,k0, ... ,xn,X,y,Kn), (x0,k0, ... ,xn,Kn))    where X¿Kn,

(3) ((x0,KQ,...,xn,X), (x0,K0,...,xn,Kn))    where xn e EXKn.

For each t e Tr(93), let t* be the g-class of t, i.e., t* = {t' : tQt'}. Let

(7(93) = {îs : / g 7>(93)} . Í7(93) is called the canonical base for 93, or <B-base,

and the equivalence classes in 1/(93) are called canonical base points.

The relations used to define Q are "reductions". A reduction of type ( 1 )

consists of the replacement of any subsequence of the form (x ,X,y ,X,x) by

(x). Equivalent trails have the same beginnings, but may have different ends

and different pointers, due to reductions of type (2) and (3).

The intuition behind trails and the definition of Q arises in the following

way. Suppose that 93 is a suitable structure and 93 is already represented by

a relativized cylindric set algebra with base U. Refer to the elements of U as

"base points". Suppose also that 7?^. is the set of sequences in Q U associated

with each x e B. This representation must have certain properties. First, if

x e EkX then the zc-term of any sequence associated with x must be the same

as the A-term of that sequence, or, briefly, pK = px for every p e Rx. Second,

if x TK y, then every sequence p e Rx can have its zc-term altered to obtain a

sequence p e R , hence p — p whenever p ^ k . We wish to describe the

representation 7? of 93 using trails, and then use that description to construct

a canonical representation entirely in terms of 93-trails.

Let t = (x,k, ...) be a trail beginning at x . Then t may be conceived as

instructions which can be applied to any sequence p eaU associated with x

(but not applicable to any sequence not associated with x ). The instructions

in t select a particular base point, depending on p . It will turn out that t is

reduced if there is no shorter trail which leads from p to the base point selected

by t.
Some examples will show how the instructions should be followed. Let p e

Rx . The trail (x, zc) says, "Select the zc-term of the sequence." So, following
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(x,k) from p leads to the base point pK . The trail (x,K,y,X) says, "Alter

the zc-term of the sequence to get a sequence associated with y, and then select

the A-term of the latter sequence." Following (x,K,y,X) from p leads to the

base point p'x for some p e R such that p = p whenever p ^ k . Finally,

the trail (x,k,y ,X,z,v) says, "Alter the zc-term of the first sequence to get

a sequence associated with y, then alter the A-term of the latter sequence to

get a third sequence associated with z, and then select the z/-term of the third

sequence."

These examples show that the pointer has a different role from the other

ordinals in a trail. The pointer tells which base point in the final sequence to

select, while the other ordinals in the trail tell which term in one intermediate

sequence should be altered to get the next sequence.

The instructions may be ambiguous. There may be more than one way to alter

a sequence to get a satisfactory new sequence. In could happen, for example,

that P e Rx, xTKy, p ,p" e Ry, pß = p'ß = p"ß whenever p / zc, and yet

p' # p" . Following (x, k , y, X) from p could therefore lead to either p'x or

p"x . We could, of course, make the instructions unambiguous by well-ordering

the elements of U and always choosing the first suitable base point as the new

zc-term. We could also complicate the structure of trails by adding ordinals

to index which base point is being selected at each successive alteration. This

procedure would considerably complicate the definition of 9k 93 . Nevertheless,

the main result could be proved using such a construction.

Instead we assume that the representation has a special property which guar-

antees the instructions in every trail are unambiguous. More precisely, we as-

sume that if x,y e 93, p e Rx, xTKy, p ,p" e Ry, and pß = p'ß = p"ß

whenever pj=K, then p — p" . We will derive the definition of Q under this

assumption of unambiguity.

Consider the base points which can be reached from p e Rx by following

trails which begin at x . Different trails may lead to the same base point. The

definition of the equivalence relation Q is designed so that if two trails are

equivalent via Q, then they lead to the same base point. This is why canonical

base points are defined as ß-equivalence classes. Depending on the structure of

the given representation, it may or may not be true that trails leading to the same

base point are equivalent, but this wzV/ be true in the canonical representation.

To see the need for each of the three types of reductions in Q, consider

the following example. Suppose p e Rx, x ^ y, p e Ry, xT0y, x,y e

E2}, p — p whenever p ¿ 0, and p0, px, p2, p'0 are distinct. Following

(x, 0) from p leads to p0, while following (x, 0, y, 0) from p leads to p'Q ,

a base point distinct from p0 . On the other hand, following either (x, 1 ) or

(x,0,y, 1) from p leads to the same base point, since px = p'x and, by the

assumption of unambiguity, there can be no sequence in 7?^, other than p

which coincides with p at all terms except the 0-term.   We must therefore
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define Q so that (x, 1) o(x,0,>>, 1). This justifies the inclusion of reductions

of type (2) in Q. Following either (x, 2) or (x, 3) from p also leads to the

same base point, since x e E23 and hence p2 = p3. By including reductions

of type ( 1 ) in the definition of Q we accordingly get (x, 2) Q (x, 3). For any

zc , following (x ,0,y ,0,x ,k) from p requires first moving from p to p (no

other choice is available, by unambiguity), and then from p to a sequence

in Rx which differs from p only in its 0-term. But there already is such

a sequence, namely p. Hence, by unambiguity, the last sequence obtained by

following (x ,0,y ,0,x ,/c) from p must be p itself and the selected base point

must be pK . Since this point is also selected by (x, zc), we must define Q so

that (x,0,}>,0,x,zc)(2(x,zc). This is accomplished by including reductions

of type (1). It turns out that no other reductions are needed. Even reductions

of type ( 1 ) are not strictly necessary to construct a relative representation of

a suitable structure. By including reductions of type ( 1 ) we guarantee that the

resulting canonical relative representation is, in fact, unambiguous. Note that

the reduced trails in this example are (x, 0), (x, 1), (x, 2), and (x, 0, y, 0),

which lead to p0, px, p2, and p'0 , respectively.

In the next definition we give short names to the reductions and certain other

relations. Then in the lemma we show that every canonical base point contains

a unique reduced trail, and give an algorithm for computing the unique reduced

trail in t    from t.

For any binary relation X, the transitive closure of X is Xa = X \J X U

X3 U ... , where X2 = X\X, X3 = X\X\X, etc., and DoX is the domain of

X. For any set U, Idv is the identity relation on U.

Definition 5. For « = 1,2,3, let Pn be the set of pairs of 93-trails of type

(«) in Definition 4. Let 7>4 = 7>3 n {(tK, tX) : k > X}, P5 = P3\(PX U P2)\P},

P6 = P3 U P5, Z = 77r(93) ~7)o (P4 U P5), and P7 = P%\Idz .

Lemma 6.

is a function, i.e., P2   \P2 ç IdTr(!8),

is an equivalence relation on Tr(93),(ii) P,

(iii) p;

(iv)  P2

(v) p;

(vi) p;

(vu) p;

(viii) p2

(ix) p~'\p6cp6\p6

(x) Q=(p6up-xr=p?\(p-xr,
(xi) for every t e Tr(*B), t is reduced iff teZ ,

(xii) Q = pydz\(p;xr = p1\p~x,

(xiii) Idz\P7 = Idz,
(xiv) 7*7 is a function.

Px=ldTrmuPx\Px-x,

PX=P2UPx\P2X and P~X\P2 = P2xuP2\PX ',

7>3 = P}\P~X and P3\PX = PX\P3,

PIP  CP \P~X U P

P3\P2 Q P5\P~X U P~x and P2~X\P3\PX Q P$\P~X u 7>5

P3\P2ÇP3,
i
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Proof. Parts (i), (iii)-(v) follow just from the relevant parts of Definition 4.

Part (ii) follows from Definition l(ii) and Lemma 2(iii)(iv). Part (vi) follows

from (ii), (iii), and (v). Part (vii) follows from (ii), (iv), and (v). Part (viii)

follows from Definition 4 and Lemma 2(i). Parts (ii), (vi)-(viii) imply (ix).

We have IdTr{<B) ç Px u P2U P3 ç P6 ç Q by part (ii), and  g is the

equivalence relation generated by Px U P2 U P3, so Q = (P6 U 7>6_1)CÜ. Part

(ix) implies (P6l)P¿ )w ç 7^1 (Tg- )w by induction, and the opposite inclusion

is trivially true. Thus (x) holds.

If \t\ = 1 then t is reduced iff t ^ Do P4. If \t\ > 1 then t is reduced

iff t £ Do P5. This follows from the observation that if the pointer can be

changed by a type (3) reduction, then a type (2) reduction can be performed.

More precisely, if |f| > 1, tP3t', and t ^ t', then t' = tX for some X, and

hence either t e Do P2 or t' e Do P2. Thus (xi) holds.

Let R = P4 U P5. Then 7>(93) = Z U Do R, so

IdTrm = IdzUldDoRQIdzUR\R-x

= IdzöR\IdTrm\R~x C IdzuR\(IdzuR\R~X)\R~X

= Idzö R\Idz\R~x ö R2\(R~X)2.

Continuing in this way, we get

(1) IdTrm = Idzö   [J   Rk\Idz\(RTXf UR"\(R-X)n
0<k<n

whenever 2 < « < co. If tP5t' then |r| > \t'\, and if íkP4íX then zc > X,

so there are no infinite T?-chains. Therefore, given an arbitrary t e 7>(93),

there is some « such that (t,t) £ R"\(R~ )" and 2 < « < co, which im-

plies, by (1), that (r,r) € Idz u{J0<k<nRk\Idz\(R~x)k . This proves IdTr{gi) Q

IdzU Rw\Idz\(R~x)w . Note that Idz U R ç P6. Consequently IdTr(tB) ç

P?\Idz\(p-xr and Pf\Pf = /?. By (x), Q = F?\IdTr{9)\{P¿xr ç

P™\P«\Idz\(P;xr\(P;xf = P?\Idz\(P6-xr. Note that p-1 = Idz\(P?yx =

Idz\(P~xf, so Q = P7\P;X. Thus (xii) holds.

By the relevant definitions, 7í7z|P6 = Idz\(IdTrm U P4 U P~x U P5) = Idz U

Idz\P4x . Also, T5-1!^ Q P3\P6 = P6 by part (ii). Consequently Idz\P™ =

IdzUldz\P~x by induction. Also, P^l\Idz = 0, so Idz\Pn = Idz\P"\Idz =

(Idz U Idz\P4x)\Idz = Idz . Thus (xiii) holds.

By the definition of P7, (x), (xii), and (xiii), P7~x \P7 = Idz\(P™)~x\P™\Idz ç

Idz\Q\Idz = Idz\P7\P~X\Idz = Idz , so (xiv) holds.     D

By Lemma 6, P7 is a function contained in Q, P7(t) is reduced, and t is

reduced just incase P7(t) = t. Thus P7 maps each trail t to the unique reduced

trail in t   .   Since P3  is an equivalence relation and T^IT^ = P5 = P5\P3,
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we have Tf = (T>3 u Pj" = P3 U P", so P7 = P"\Idz = (P3 U P?)\Idz =

(IdTr{t&) UT>4UT>- ' UP¡ )\Idz = Idz U (P4UP")|Idz . In other words, to compute

P7(t) in case t is not reduced, follow a 7J5-chain until a trail is obtained which

is not in Do P5, and then reduce the pointer as much as possible by using P4

once. Notice that |T>7(f)| < V\ for every trail t. If \t\ = I, then t <£ DoP5,

and either t is already reduced, or else t P4P7(t), where P7(t) = tK for some

ordinal zc which is smaller than the pointer of t.

Definition 7. For every x € 77, R® = {((izc)53 : k < a): t e 7>(93), t ends

at x} . Let K(93) = (J^ R*  and 9k93 = 9UK(B)2l, where 21 is the subalgebra

of &ba7/(93) which is completely generated by {R® : x G 77} . 9k93 is the

canonical relativized cylindric set algebra of 93 .

Corollary 8.  9k 93 is a complete atomic relativized cylindric set algebra.

It turns out that R^. is an atom in 9k 93 , for every x e B. To prove this we

will use the next lemma.

For every set U, if p is a one-to-one function from U into U, then p is

the function which maps Sb(aU) to Sb(aU) and is defined by pX = {a e

aU : a\p~x e X} for every X CaU. (See [HMT85, p. 15].) It follows that if

p is a permutation of U, then pX = {a\p : a e X} .

Lemma 9. Suppose U and B are sets, Rx ç a U for every x e B, and P is

a set of permutations of U. Assume, for every x e B, that P preserves Rx ,

i.e., (Vp e P) {pRx = Rx), and that P acts transitively on Rx, i.e., (Va, b e

Rx) (3p e P) (a\p = b). Let 21 be the subalgebra of &baU which is completely

generated by {Rx:xeB}. Then {Rx:xeB}c AtVL.

Proof. P preserves { Rx : x e B } , and therefore preserves all relations 51 in

2t. If some such relation S were properly contained within some T?^, then

it would be possible, by the transitivity of P on Rx , to pick a p e P which

moves some sequence from S to Rx~S, contradicting the fact that every

p e P must preserve S.     a

Definition 10. For every 93-trail s = (x0,k0,xx,kx, ... ,xn_x ,Kn_x ,xn,Kn) let

s - {xn,Kn_x ,xn_x ,Kn_2,... .x, ,zc0,x0,zcn). If t - (y0,X0,... ,ym,Xm) is

any other 93-trail, then s 01 is defined if í ends where t begins, in which case

sQt = (x0,K0,xx,Kx,...,xn_x,Kn_x,y0,X0,...,ym,Xm).

Also,

LÁt) =

s(Dt     if xn = y0

set    if xn ¿ y0 = x0 ,

and, for any X ç Tr(93), ls(X) = \Jiex Ls(tf . Let

T>m(93) = {ls:se Tr(93) } .
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If í and t are 93-trails, then s is a 93-trail of the same length, and if sQt

is defined, then sot is also a 93-trail with |i 01\ = \s\ + \t\ - 1. The associative

law for 0 holds whenever both sides are defined. If |j| = 1, then s = s and

Ls(t) = t for every 93-trail t. Note that (sQt)K - s®tK and Ls(t)K - Ls(ík) .

Lemma 11. Suppose s,t e 7>(93). Then

(i) l^) = Ls(tf ,

ai) t*=isis(n=isis(ñ,
(iii) ls is a permutation of C/(93) and (ls)     = ls.

Proof. Suppose s begins at x0 and ends at xn. If t begins at y0 then Ls(t)

begins at [x0,xn](y0), where [x0,xj is the permutation of 77 which inter-

changes x0 and xn and fixes all other elements of B. Hence, if Ls(t) and

Ls(t') have the same beginning, then so do t and t', and the definitions of Ls(t)

and Ls(t') fall into the same cases, i.e., Ls(t) = t iff Ls(t') = t', Ls(t) = s Ot

iff Ls(t') = s01', and Ls(t) = SQt iff Ls(t') = sQt'. It follows easily that Ls

is one-to-one. Furthermore, t, LsLs(t), and LsLs(t) have the same beginning.

According to the definitions of 0 and Ls, t is always a final segment

of Ls(t). Consequently Ls preserves Px, P2, and P3, i.e., L~ \PX\LS ç

Px,  L~X\P2\LS ̂  P2' and L7X\Pi\Ls - P3-   So Ls  also Preserves Q, i.e.,

l;1\q\lscq.

To prove (i), first suppose t' e ls(t ). Then there is some t" e t such

that t' e Ls(t")'ñ. Therefore t" Qt and t'QLs(t"). Since Ls preserves Q,

we have Ls(t")QLs(t), so t'QLs(t), i.e., t' e Ls(tf . Thus Iß*) ç Ls(tf .
The opposite inclusion holds trivially.

For the proof of (ii), first check that LsLs(t) is either t, s © j 0 t, or

5050Í. We will show LsLs(t) e t® by considering three cases. Obviously

LsLs(t) e t* if LsLs(t) = t. Suppose LsLs(t) = s 0 s 0 t ¿ t. Then \s\ > 1

and sesQt e DoPx. In fact, s © s © t P\s¡~ ' t, so LsLs(t) e r" . Similarly,

if LsLs(t) =í0í0í/í, then s © S © tPlxsl~x t, so LsLs(t) e t™ . From

LsLs(t) e r* and part (i) we get Î* = (LsLs(t)f = ls(Ls(tf) = ¡¿(t*), which
shows one equality of (ii). The other equality holds similarly.

Finally, part (iii) follows from parts (i) and (ii).     D

By Lemma 11, Pzrz(93) is a group of permutations of the canonical base

points.  Hence the functions in T>«z(93) are called canonical permutations of

7/(93).

Lemma 12. Let x e B . Then

(i) .Pz?z(93) preserves R® , and T>«z(93) acts transitively on R® .

(ii) R® e v4f9k93.
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Proof. By Lemma 9, (i) implies (ii). To prove (i), we first show that lsRx ç R^

for every s e Pm^S) using Lemma 1 l(i):

/~R® = ¡a\ls: a e {((ík)* : K<a): te 7>(93), t ends at x} 1

= { ((ík)* :K<a)\ls:te 7>(93), / ends at x }

= { (/.((rzc)®) : zc < a) : t e 7>(93), t ends at x }

= | (L^ík)*: zc <a):te 7>(93), t ends at x j

= { ((Ls(t)Kf :K<a):te 7>(93), t ends at x }

Since /  and L are inverses, so are /. and /,. Hence Rv = z\/R   ç / R   ç R
m

so R^  is preserved by /5.

To show that .P«?(93) acts transitively on R^ , let us assume that t and t

are trails which end at x . We wish to find a canonical permutation ls which

maps ((/zc)55 : k < a) to ((í'k)* : zc < a). Let s = t' O i. Note that í is

defined since t' ends where / begins. Let zc < a . Then Ls(ík) = t' © Z © izc .

If |Z| = 1, then t' QietK = z'zc, so T^(zzc) e (í'k)* , and if \t\ > 1, then

t' Qte tK Plx'l'x í'k , and again Ls(îk) e (í'k)*. Hence ((ík)* : k < a)\ls =

(¡¿tK*) :K<a) = ((Ls(tK)f :k<cx) = ((t'Kf : k < a).     □

By Lemma 12(i), if a e R* , then R* = { a\p: p e 7Jw(93) } , i.e., every R*

is the orbit of a single sequence under the group 7'w(93).

Lemma 13. For every xeB and k , X < a, x e EkX iff R* ç DKVxm].

Proof. If zc = X then the result holds by Definition 1 (ii), so assume zc ̂  X

and x e EkX . Let ((tp) : p < a) e Rx . Then t ends at x and tK P3 tX, so

(tK)* = (tXf , which implies ((tpf :p<a)e d[vx{*)].

Now assume R* ç d[vx{*)] . Let t = (x,k) . Then ((tpf: p < a) e R*,

so tQtX. But t and tX are not in the domain of P5 since |Z| = \tX\ = 1, so

tP3tX, i.e., x e EkX .    a

Lemma 14. If x,yeB, p<a, and xTßy, then R* ç C^'r® .

Proof. If x = y, then R^ = Ry ç C^ ;)R , so we may assume x ^ y.

Suppose ((tK)* : k < a) eR* . Let t' = t © (x,p,y ,p). Note that ((í'k)* :

k < a) e R* . If zc ̂  /i then Zzc = (t © (x,zc)) Q(t © (x,p,y ,k)) - í'k . So

(tK)* = (í'k)* whenever zc ̂  p, and therefore

((tKf :K<a)e Cß{((tKf : k < a)} n F(93) Ç C^R® .

Thus R* Ç C^R*-     D
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§3 Representation using 9k2U2l

The next lemma uses terminology from [HMT71, 2.7.1, 2.7.32]. For every a,

NCAa is the class of algebras which satisfy postulates 1.1.1 (C 0 )-(C 3 ), (C 5 )-

(C7 ) of [HMT71]. (See [N86] or [T].)

Lemma 15. Suppose 1 < a and 21 ¿j a normal atomic a-dimensional Boolean

algebra with operators. Then 2lt2l is a suitable structure iff 21 e NCAa .

Proof. Imitate the proof of Theorem 2.7.40, [HMT71], noting that statement

(4), p. 456, which corresponds to (C4), is used only to obtain condition

2.7.40(ii), and conversely.     D

Definition 16. For every 21 e NCAa , let Ra be the mapping from 2t into 9lc2tt2t

defined by Ra(x) = [jx>y€Am R*'S for every xeA.

Note that R (x) = Ra,a whenever x is an atom of 2t. The next lemma

follows immediately from Lemmas 13 and 14.

Lemma 17. If 21 e NCA and K,X,p < a, then Ra(dK/l) = D^(ata)1 and
Ra(V)çi'M»(RaW").

Theorem C. Suppose 2 < a, 21 e NAQ, 21 is complete, atomic, and satisfies

MGR    for n = 2,3. Then 21 s 9k2U2l e RICs .
n J ' a

Proof. By Lemma 15,  2lt2t  is a suitable structure.   By Lemma 12(ii),   R

maps AM onto ,4i9k2U2l, so Ra is a Boolean isomorphism since 21 is com-

plete.   By Lemma 17, we need only show that if x,y e Am and R (x) ç

cI^(9ua)]Raía^ ^ then x < To do this we imitate part of the proof of

Theorem 1 in [AT].

Whenever zc ,X < a, zc ̂  X, and x e A, let t*(x) = x and t*(x) = dK/l-cKx .

Then

(1) t*(x) G Am whenever x e Am,

(2) t*(x) = x whenever dKX>xe Am,

(3) t*(x) = t^0>) whenever x < cKy and x ,y e Am.

These can be easily proved using [HMT71, 1.2.3, 1.2.5, 1.2.7, and 1.3.9]. The

latter results apply to NCA , since their proofs rely only on postulates (C0 )-

(C3),(C7).
Lei a = U<£ü2(n+1)"- If a = (k0,X0, ... ,Kn,Xn) e Q then let <7a(x) =

M • • • Ç* and let ^ = [ac0/A0]|[ac, /Xx]\... \[Kn/Xn], where [k/X] is the func-
tion mapping a to a which sends zc to X and leaves every other p < a un-

changed. Note that for all a,x e Q, (ct~t)a = erA|ta , where <t~t is the

concatenation of a and t. By [AT, Lemma 1], we have

(4) if a, x e ß and erA = ta , then <ra(x) = ta(x) for all x e A.

The merry-go-round identities and (C4 ) are needed only in the proof of (4).

For every trail t e 7>(2U2t), let [t] be the function from a to a such that

for every zc < a, [í](k) is the pointer of P7(tK). We say that t collapses on
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X ç a if |.P7(ízc)| = 1  for every k e X.   We prove the next statement by

induction on |z|.

(5) Assume t = (x0,zc0, ... ,xn,Kn) e 7>(2U2l), a,r e Q,, t collapses on

Tc£TA,and aA|[(x0,zc0}] = TA|[i]. Then rja(x0) = ra(x„).

Suppose first that |Z| = 1 . Then x0 = xn and t = (x0,zc0). For any k < a,

P7(ík) = P7((x0,k)) = (x0,X) = tX for some X < k , i.e., X - [í](k) . But tX

is reduced, so P7(tX) = tX, hence X = [t](X). This shows that [?]|[/] = [t].

To prove (5) in this case, we assume a,x e Q and <7A|[r] = TA|[r]. (The

assumption about t collapsing on Rg x is vacuous, since t collapses on a by

virtue of its length.)

If Ida = [t] then the result follows by (4).

Assume Ida ^ [t]. Since a and x are finite sequences, a and x can

move only finitely many ordinals. The following set of pairs is therefore finite:

M = {(<rA(zc), M(<rA(zc))>: aA(zc) # zc < a} U {(tA(zc), [i](TA(zc))>: ta(zc) ¿

k < a}. Since M is finite, there is some S e Q which is the result of

concatenating all the pairs of M in some order. From [t]\[t] - [t] and the

assumption crA\[t] = ta|[Z] it is easy to show that (o~S)A = (x~ô)A , so by

(4), <ra(áa(x0)) = (o~Sf(x0) = (x~ôf(x0) = Ta(aa(x0)). Since \t\ = 1,

if (zc, X) e M, then Zzc P3 tX and x0 < d^.  It is therefore easy to show by

induction, using (2), that 6 (x0) = x0 . Hence a (x0) = x (x0), as desired.

For the inductive case, let « > 1, and assume that (5) holds for all trails of

length no more than « . Let t = (x0,zc0, ... ,xn_x,Kn_x,xn ,Kn), and set t' =

(x0,zc0, ... ,xn_x ,Kn_x). Therefore |Z| = |z'| + 1 = « + 1. Assume o,x e ÍÍ,

t collapses on Rg ta , and <ta|[(x0 , zc0)] — ta|[Z] . We wish to prove a (x0) =

T (*«)■

Suppose that t e DoPx. Choose t" e 7>(2U2l) so that t Px t". Obviously

\t"\ — \t\ - 2 = « - 1 < « , so we may apply (5) to t" . (This case cannot occur

when « < 3 .) Notice that t" begins at x0 and ends at xn . By the definition of

Px, we clearly have tK Px í"k for every zc < a. Consequently P7(ík) — P7(t"k)

for all k < a . It follows that t" collapses on Rg xA since t is assumed to do

so. It also follows that [t] = [/'], and hence o-A|[(x0,zc0)] = ta|[Z] = ta|[?"].

We may therefore apply the inductive hypothesis to t" , a and x, obtaining
21/      \ 21/      \

a (x0) = t (xn).

This completes the proof of (5) in case t e DoPx . Therefore assume t £

Do Px. We consider two cases.

Suppose there is some X < a such that X ̂  zcn_, and xn < dK _ x. Set o —

T~(Kn_x,¿, - Notice that oA = (t"(k„_, ,X))a = ta|(zc„_, ,X)a = xA\[Kn_x/X],

so RgüACRgxA~{Kn_x}.

Next we show t' collapses on 7?g o. Let p e Rg oA . Then p e Rg xA , so

\P7(tp))\ = 1 since t collapses on 7?gTA . Also, p ^ k   ,, so tpP2t'p, hence
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P7(tp) = P7(t'p), which implies 1 = \P7(tp)\ = \P7(t'p)\. Thus /' collapses

on Rg o.

Next we show [t] = [KnX/X]\[t']. Since X ^ Kn_x, we have tKn_x (P4 U

P;x)tXP2t'X, so Py(tKn_x) = P7(tX) = P7(t'X), hence [t](Kn_x) = [t](X) =

[t'](X) = ([Kn_x/X]\[t'])(Kn_x). On the other hand, if p ¿ Kn_x , then tpP2 t'p,

so P7(tp) = P7(t'p), hence [t](p) = [t'](p) = ([Kn_x/X]\[t'])(p). Thus [t] =

[Kn_x/X]\[t']. By assumption, erA|[(x0,zc0)] = ta|[Z], but ta|[Z] =

rA\[Kn_x/X]\[t'] = uA\[t'], so <7A|[(x0,zc0)] = oA\[t']. We may apply our in-

ductive hypothesis (5) to t', a, and o, obtaining era(x0) = ua(xn_,). How-

ever, o (xn_x) = (x~(Kn_x ,X)) (xn_x) = x (t^""'xn_j) by the relevant defini-

tions. Furthermore, we have x„  . < c     x„ and x   < d^    ,, so t^"_1x„  , =
n— 1  —    Kn_i    n n —    Kn-¡A * a «—1

**"~'xn ~ xn °y (2) anQl (■*)• Therefore, a (x0) = ta(xj . This completes the

proof of (5) in the first case.

Suppose there is no X < a such that X ¿ zc„ . and x„ < d^ ", . We are

assuming t £ DoPx , and the assumptions for this case imply that Zzcn _, £

Do (P4 l) P4~x U P2), so /«,,_[ is reduced. Therefore P7(tKnX) = tKn_x . Now

\P7(tKn_x)\ = « + 1 > 1 and t collapses on RgxA , so Kn_x ^ RgxA . Choose

any X < a such that X ^ k ,. This is possible since a > 2. Set t; =

T~(zcn_, ,/l). As above, we have i>A = rA|[zcn_j/A], but this time zcn_1 ^

RgxA, so oA = xA . If p yí Kn_x (in particular, if p e RgvA = RgxA)

then tpP2t'p, so P7(tp) = P7(z'/z) and [Z](/i) = [t'](p) = ([Kn_x/X]\[t'])(p).

Now t collapses on Rg ta , so t' collapses on Rg oA . It is possible that [t]

and [zcnl/A]|[f'] differ on zcnl . However, since Kn_x ^ RgxA we have

ta = TA|[zcn_,/A], hence ta|[Z] = xA\[Kn_x/X]\[t'] = oA\[t']. By assumption,

aA\[(x0,KQ)] = xA\[t],so <rA|[<x0,K0)] = oA|[r'].

We may now apply the inductive hypothesis to t',  a, and x, obtaining

«A-So) = °*(Xn-l) ■ SinCe  Xn-l ^ CKn^Xn ' We have  ^Xn-l = ^Xn  by (3)"

Therefore <ra(x0) - oa(JCB_,) = ^(tj-1*,,.,) = Ta(t^-'x„) - /ja(x„). But we

also have xA\[(xn,Kn)] — oA\[(xn ,Kn)] since ta = uA, and trails of length 1

collapse on a, so by the inductive hypothesis, applied to [(xn , zcn)], x, and o,

we get Ta(xfl) = Da(xn). Hence <ra(x0) = ra(xn).

This completes the proof of (5).

To finish the proof of the theorem, suppose x,y e Am and R (x) ç

C     l   'R (y). We wish to show x < c v. Since x < ex, we may assume

x ,¿ y. Let s = (x ,p). Then ((sk) l : k < a) e Ra , so, by our hypothesis,

there is some reduced trail t e 7>(2U2l) such that ((Zzc)ata : k < a) e Ry and

skQtK whenever p ^ zc < a. Choose zc < a so that p ^ zc. This is possible

since a > 2. It follows from sk Q tK that 5 and t both begin at x . Note that
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t ends at y, t collapses on Rg[p/K] and [^/k]|[5] = [///zc]|[Z]. Therefore, by

(5), t£x = t^y, which implies x < c y.     O
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